
The archery industry is full of
creative types who decided
they would rather work for

themselves than for someone else. 
Maybe that’s because bowhunt-

ing is such a solitary sport. Maybe it’s
because bowhunters are always
interested in new products that may
help them improve the odds. After
all, they’re often hunting something
that’s stronger, faster, quieter and
much better at detecting danger
than they are.

Stuart Wright is one of those cre-
ative types. He has a Bachelor of
Science Degree in Mechanical
Engineering and worked as a mold
maker for one of the 50 largest cor-
porations in America. He had the
skills to design and build the metal
tooling used in injection molding
presses. The way the use of plastics
has been growing in everything from
medical devices to automobiles, you
might think his future was secure. 

You’d be wrong. “Working in that
big corporation, I saw that to it, the
American Worker didn’t mean any-
thing,” Stuart told ArrowTrade. “The
company I was working for was
sending jobs overseas left and right,
and constantly having layoffs at its
American plants. In the community
where I lived, there used to be lots of
mold shops. One of them had over
100 mold makers. Now they’ve got 10
or 12.”

Stuart Wright didn’t wait for his
own pink slip. He’d long wanted the
control of heading his own business
and in 2000 he launched one, with a

deceptively simple BowJax string
silencer as the first product. He start-
ed with a small product and small
volumes, supported by a wife, Becky,
who’d known since their marriage
that he’d someday head his own
business. And he worked seven days
a week—he had to because he need-
ed the paycheck from his day job to
support his wife and their young
children. He also needed the pay-
check to build up capital for the new
business. “We saved and saved, liv-
ing on very little while we splurged
on equipment for the business.”

Why was it an archery product?
Stuart was a life-long gun hunter, but
when he bought a used bow to hunt
with it took him just two or three

months to start modifying it with
silencing accessories of his own
design. “The bow I had bought had
round wheels and a low-mounted
cable guard. The guy had painted it
with camouflage spray paint (this
was before camo finishes were stan-
dard on bows) and I noticed the slid-
er had rubbed the paint off an inch
ahead of where it sat at brace height.
I just made a rubber something to
stop that cable oscillation at the
shot, and instantly it quieted the
bow down a little bit.”

The Big Jax Cable Rod dampener
was the second product in the line,
and by then Stuart had learned quite
a bit about working with the highly
elastic polymers that form the basis
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Archery Industry Offered The

Jeanna Rade (left) and Becky Wright display the clamshell packaging used for
most BowJax products. They’re holding the new soft gel stoppers BowJax
molds for the Shock Terminator Suppressor (STS) sold by Bucks & Ducks. Reach
the STS manufacturer at (731) 286-6889 or order them through BowJax by
calling (208) 762-3692 or faxing your inquiry to (208) 762-4297.
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small production staff.
For 2007, BowJax doubled the

number of products it could offer
retailers. There’s a new Slipjax string
silencer, new Max Jax stabilizers and
stabilizer dampeners, and new
Monster Jax limb silencers. 

Let’s start with string silencers.
The Ultra Jax 1 slips over and ties on
the string or is clamped on with the
included cable ties. The Ultra Jax II
has the same familiar four arms, but
isn’t split. It has to be used with a
bow press and slid over the string,
and despite that fact, is the largest
seller. The new option in string
silencers, the Slipjax, works like most
other silencers on the market in that
it’s slid between two bundles of
string stands and then tied in place.
In it, the four-armed design has been
turned on its side. 

String silencers have to with-
stand tremendous acceleration and
deceleration. In the case of the
Slipjax, they also have to resist being
cut into two by the brutally strong
bowstring filaments. “It took us
about six months of testing materials
that were soft but could stand up for
thousands of shots,” Stuart said. “In
all our testing up to then, the Ultra
Jax II material had proved the
longest lasting, but it couldn’t stand
up to the compressive forces in the
Slipjax design.” Once Stuart found a
different polymer that excelled in the
Slipjax design, he switched the Ultra
Jax 1 to using the same cut-resistant
polymer.

String silencers are still the top
sellers in terms of volume from
BowJax, in part because that’s what
the company started with. But the
Wrights told me that from the start of
their business, they’ve wanted to be
able to offer all kinds of silencing
equipment to archers. That’s why
this past year you saw them intro-
duce an inexpensive X-It Stabilizer.
Their first stabilizer was produced by
simply stacking Big Jax Cable Guard

Dampeners on a rod, producing a
stack either 3 inches long or 4 3/8
inches long. Stuart designed the end
piece to finish it off, and Becky got
ArrowTrade’s help to design a simple
black and white ad suggesting a
retail price of $12.99.

The next time the advertisement
appeared, Becky had this magazine
take the price out. She said some
dealers were getting around $20 for
the X-it unit, and she didn’t want to
compromise their healthy margins
by putting a price in the ads. The X-it
isn’t fancy, but Stuart said customers
that use it swear by it. “The dealers
buying it say it makes a great impres-
sion with their customers when
demonstrated. You can actually tell
the difference in both bow noise and

hand shock when you put it on and
take it off the bow.”

Appearance can also help drive
sales, and for 2007 BowJax intro-
duced a series of Max Jax stabilizers
designed to be as effective as the X-it
while hitting a higher price point.
They’re based on a giant new Max Jax
that’s set in pairs on the front of a
camo-finished tube. The 5 inch
model weighs 6 ounces, while the 7
inch weighs 8.5 ounces. The front is
threaded with a 5/16 x 24 hole so you
can add weights to help balance a
customer’s bow. The Wrights were
looking at offering black and an
anodized camo, but became
licensed to use the Realtree finishes.
“We’re excited about doing business
with them,” Stuart said. “The new

Jeanna Rade packages Max
Jax stabilizers into clear
packaging for shipment to
dealers and distributors. At
right, Stuart works in the
shop where he builds molds
for BowJax and a handful of
customers. Most of that
skilled work is now done
overseas, and Wright worries
that the U.S. will have serious
problems if its industrial base
ever has to gear up to help
the country fight a major
war. “In WW II American
workers did the impossible.
Look at all the planes, tanks
and ships we built. Could we
do that today?”







If a hunter doesn’t see any deer, it’s a good bet they smelled 

him first. From a quarter mile away. So unless you’re out there 

to get a good lower body workout, a scent elimination system 

is key. And anti-microbials aren’t the answer. They only control 

bacteria-generated odor and let hundreds of other non-related odors

get by. No, Scent-Lok® is the only thing that will trap and lock away

your hearty musk. It’s basically like having an activated carbon filter

over your entire body. Which leaves you virtually scent free. So,

your call. Are you coming back with a trophy? Or sore feet? 
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